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	NAME: Tyrellian
	DESCRIPTION: The Tyrellian population consists of 3 sexes: male, female, & neuter. All Tyrellian children are born neuter, & upon entering puberty, begin to develop either male or female sexual characteristics. There are a # of factors that affect which sex the child matures into, including (but not limited to): the # & sex of the child's siblings; the size of their community & the ratio of males to females within it; certain environmental factors such as diet & climate; & so forth.Tyrellians are matrilineal, with lineage traced through the female line. Traditionally, naming would have been in the form "Child Name, child of Mother Name, grandchild of Grandmother Name", as far back was reasonable. In modern times this has been abbreviated, & a child simply takes their mother's given name as their surname.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13:  No one likes to be in the middle of things.
	Text Field 7: 
	Text Field 8: The Tyrellians bear considerable similarities to many other Beta Quadrant species as mammalian, bilaterally symmetrical bipeds capable of eating an omnivorous diet. There are 3 sexes [Male, Female & Neuter], & as a species, they exhibit significant sexual tri-morphism.
	TALENTS: Tyrellian, or with GM's permission only.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy [T5]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Tyrellian has developed touch-telepathic abilities. 2 Tyrellians could not telepathically converse while in physical contact. Rather, they are able to share memories, experiences & sensory input. Their Touch is able to psionically heal all Stress, 1/mission; & relieve pain as desired.
	TALENT NAME 2: Artistic
	TALENT TEXT 2: Tyrellians are artistic & an average citizen practices some form of artistic expression as a major part of their daily lifestyle. They gain 1d20 bonus to any Crafting tasks.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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